The 7th NACRJ will focus on *elevating* a broader meaning of *justice* away from a “systems’ perspective” by *widening the circle* of engagement to encompass all relationships in a holistic balance of equity, fair exchange, harmony, equal treatment, mutual respect and dignity for all.

**7th NACRJ Conference**
June 14-16, 2019

**Pre-Conference Workshops**
June 13, 2019
*Sheraton Hotel - Downtown* Denver, Colorado

**Keynote: Christina Swarns** - President & Attorney-in-Charge of the Office of the Appellate Defender
“Us” As Victims, Survivors and Offenders: Strategic Advocacy with Restorative Justice Practices

OAD is New York City’s oldest provider of appellate representation to poor people convicted of felonies, and the City’s second oldest institutional indigent defense office.